SECTION II.
SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM OF THE ROTATION OF FREE
BODIES.

IT is evident that the axis of rotation which
we denominate tke instantaneous a.xis remains
immoveable only for a single instant. For from
the rotatory motion itself there arise, for each
of the equal molecules of the body, centrifugal
forces respectively proportional to, and in the
dire�_ion . of, the radii of the circles which these
molecules te�d to·- -de�;ib"e:··- -- Now the axis of
which we speak being, by hypothesis, not a
principal axis, these centrifugal forces will not
balance each other. When removed parallel to
themselves to the centre of gravity, they give
it is true a resultant which equals nothing, but
the resultant couple does 11ot vanish. There arises
therefore from the rotatory motion itself an ac
celerating couple, the action of which impresses
on the body at each instant an infinitely small
rotatory motion, which is compounded with the
actual rotatory motion of the body, and causes
both the magnitude and the axis of it to vary. (15)
(15) The whole effect of the couple being, as we
saw in the last note, to produce a rotatory motion about
Mcos0
.
, we may
GP, with an angular velocity wP =
p
consider the body in motion as acted on by no external
force. And in such case the tension of the rod ( QR),
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connecting the molecule mat Q witl1 the axis GP, which
is for the instant immoveable,
(velocity of Q)2
=m.------

QR
= m . QR. (wp)2
applied at R in the direction RQ; which is equivalent to
a force= (wp)2.mQR at G, perpendicular to GP,
and a couple whose moment is (wp)2• mQR. GR, and
whose plane passes through GR.
And it is clear from the reasoning in note (11) that
the resultant of all these centrifugal forces at G will
vanish, by the property of the centre of gravity.
And the resultant of all the couples will be a couple,
in a plane passing through the axis, equal to
wP

x (resultant of all the couples wP. mQR. GR)

= wP x {resultant of the couples (ii) for the axis GP}

..

which does not vanish ; since the axis is not a principal
one.

In order to investigate the motion of the body,
it is necessary therefore to commence by finding
this accelerating couple which arises from the
centrifugal forces. Now it is very easy to see
directl'!/, or to conclude from the principle of the
conservation of couples*, that if we take two lines
to represent respectively, the axis and magnitude
of the impressed couple, and the axis and mag
nitude of_ the instantaneous rotatory motion, the
accelerating couple due to the centrifugal forces
is always represented in magnitude and position
* See Appendix.
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by the surface of the parallelogram constructed
on these two lines : a simple and remarkable
theorem, which includes the whole theory of ro
tatory motion, and which ,vhen interpreted ana
lytically gives immediately those three elegant
equations which we owe to Euler, but which are
ordinarily obtained by long and circuitous opera
tions only. ( 16)
(16) It is clear that since each centrifugal force
is proportional, and in a direction perpendicular, to the
corresponding effective force which must have originally
acted on the particle m to produce its motion, the
resultant couple will be in a plane perpendicular to that
of the resultant couple of the effective forces, and there
fore, during the first instant, perpendicular to that of
the impressed couple M.
The plane of the accelerating couple will therefore,
during the first instant, pass through the axis of M as
well as through the axis of rotation.
And if (l) be a linear unit, we may take GP (fig. 12.)
=l."'P'
M
. and GM in the axis of the couple=
.
l
Then the area of the parallelogram Gm, wl1ich is
manifestly in the plane of the accelerating couple,

=GP. GM. sin PGM
= w,. M sin 8;
which from notes (14) and (15) we know to be the mag
nitude of the couple, during the first instant.
And since the body is acted on by no external force,
whatever be the position into which it is brought by
the action of the centrifugal forces, we may assume that

F
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the general resultant of the eleme12tary ejfective forces,
which produce its motion round the instantaneous axis,
will always be the same; that is, that it will al,vays
be a couple equivalent to, and in the same plane with M.
If therefore 9' be the angle which the instantaneous axis
1nakes with the axis of the couple at any time, M cos ()'
and Al sin (f ,vill still he the respective resultants of
the couples (iii) and (ii) for that axis. Hence the·
theorem holds generally.
For the equations of Euler see Appendix.

The accelerating couple arising· from the cen
trifugal forces being always ·situated therefore in
t'lre plane drawn through the axis of the im
ptessed couple and the instantaneous axis, the
straight line on which it tends to make the body
tum ·is the diameter conjugate to the plane of
these two -axes, and consequently is the dian1eter
which is ·at the same. time conjttgate to the in
stantaneoq� axis and�its projection on the plane
of tl1'e::1f;i�·. Whence I conclude in the first
place, that the axis ef tke rotatory motion caused

by the centrifugal forces ·always lies in tke plane
of tke impressed couple. (17)
(17) The instantaneous axis being conjugate to the

plane of the impressed couple, is conjugate to· every
pair of conjugate diameters in the section of the ellipsoid
made by that plane, and therefore to the pair, one of
which is GU (fig. 13.) its projection on that plane; i. e.
the intersection of the plane of the resultant couple of
the centrifugal forces, which . is perpendicular to the
plane of the impressed couple, with that plane. There
fore the axis of instantaneous rotation and its projec
tion on the plane of the impressed couple are conjugate
.axes of MPU the section of the ellipsoid made by the

plane of the centrifugal couple, and therefore the axis
GQ about which this couple tends to make the body
turn is conjugate to this pair. It must therefore .be
the diameter conjugate to GU in UGN, the section
tnade by the plane of the impressed couple.

If then we take two lines, one of which repre...
sents this infinitely small motion, and the other
the actual motion, and complete the parallelogram,
in order to obtain, in the diagonal, the· line which
represents the rotatory motion at tl1e encl of an
instant, it is clear that the extremity of this
diagonal remains always at the same height above
the plane of the couple. Whence we deduce im
mediately these two corollaries ; the first, that

Tkrougkout tke whole course ef tke motion, tke
angular vewcity is proportional to tke lengtk qf
the diameter pQ,Ssing tkrougk tke pole of instan
taneous rotation on the surface qf tlie central ellip
soid: th� second, that
The plane qf tlie couple, considered always as
a tang,ent at tke pole, remains constant/,y at tke
same distance from tlze centre qf tkis ellipsoid. (18)

(18) Let GQ (fig. 13.) be the axis about which the
centrifugal _forces tend to make the body turn, PRQ
the section of the ellipsoid made by the plane contain
ing the instantaneous axis GP, and GQ. Then by the
last note GP, GQ, are conjugate axes of this ellipse;
and therefore the tangent at P, and for a small distance
the arc PR, is parallel to GQ.
Take the very small line Gq =
.

GP
Wp

(vel. round GQ)

and complete the parallelogram GR. Then R will be a
point in the curve, and therefore the next pole of in.
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stantaneous rotation; and the height of it above GQ is
manifestly the same as that of P.

GR

.Also ve Ioc1ty
. round GR= °'P
GP,
we see n1oreover from the reasoning in note (16) and
from the theorem in page 37, that the body will come
into such a position that the tangent plane at the pole R
shall be parallel to the plane of the couple originally
impressed : which in the original position of the body
we may suppose to be a tangent at P.

But the centre is fixed in absolute space, and
the plane of the couple always parallel to itself;
therefore tltis pwne, wkick is al,ways a tangent
at the instantaneous pole qf 'rotation, is an in
variahle plane, fixed in absolute space.
Therefore the motion of the body, or what
is the same thing the motion of the central el
lipsoid, is such, that this ellipsoid remains in
contact with a plane fixed in absolute space : that
is, it turns at every instant about the radius vector
at the point of contact, with an angular velocity
proportional to the length of this radius.
'
This ellipsoid therefore rolls without sliding
on the fixed plane abovementioned; • for since
all its motio11 consists in turning for an instant
on the line dra'\\'11 from the centre to. the point
of contact, the ellipsoid brings at the end of this
instant a ne\v point into contact with the plane;
and this new point, which becomes the pole of
rotation for the instant following, remains in its
turn imn1oveable for this instant, and so on to
infinity; ,vhe11ce it is manifest that none of the
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points at which the ellipsoid comes into contact
with the fixed plane can ever slide on this plane.
We have therefore a clear idea of the com
plicated motion of a body of any shape whatever,
turning freely either on its centre of gravity or
on any other fixed point, due to the action of
a couple :whose impulsion it originally received
in any given plane. For about the center of
gravity, or if the body is not free, the fixed centre
of rotation, and the principal axes of the body
at that point, we may describe the Central E/,
lipsoid, to which we may confine our attention
and neglect entirely the shape of the body. We
may then suppose this ellipsoid whose centre is
fixed, to roll without sliding on a fixed plane
touching it, which gives us an exact representation
of the geometrical motion of the body : and since
the angular velocity with which it turns about
the radius at the point of contact is proportional
to the length of this radius, we obtain also the
dynamical motion of the body ; that is, we have
before us the complete succession of the positions
which the body occupies, and the time which it
takes to pass from any one to any other ; which
eompletely determines the motion.

